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Hotel Equatorial Shanghai Celebrates Its 25th Anniversary 
 
 

Hotel Equatorial Shanghai celebrated its 25th anniversary in grand style with 

honoured guests and friends in attendance on 5 June 2016. 

 

As one of Shanghai’s earliest luxury hotels, Hotel Equatorial Shanghai has made its 

name as an impressive city landmark and a magnet for esteemed personalities 

and celebrities. Since then the hotel has proudly welcomed state dignitaries as 

well as corporate leaders from all around the world; reflecting Shanghai and 

China’s amazing growth and potential. 

 

Located in the bustling cultural hub of Jing’An District, Hotel Equatorial has blazed 

the way by constructive interaction with educators, artists, academics from 

different disciplines and industries through the platform of themed seminars – all 

part of the hotel’s plan to further its mission of “Care, Responsibility and Respect.” 

 

With the next 25 years in mind, Hotel Equatorial Shanghai affirms its commitment to 

maintain the highest hospitality standards as well as to offer all guests an elegant 

and uplifting sojourn through the hotel’s excellent daily services and dedicated 

staff. 

 
 

- Ends - 

 
About Hotel Equatorial Shanghai 

Hotel Equatorial Shanghai is strategically located at Jing'An in the heart of downtown Shanghai. 

Known for our warm hospitality and excellent customer service, the imperial hotel offers extensive 

business, meeting and recreational facilities. 

  

Offering stunning city view, the total 506 guest rooms and suites feature just the right facilities and 

amenities to ensure our guests a relaxing stay. The provided 15 function rooms that can cater 

to meetings of up to 800 persons. The versatile function and meeting rooms offer a wide range of 

facilities, services and packages for every occasion. 

  

The well-recognised Shanghai International Club Fitness Centre is perched on the 4th floor. The 

centre offers a top line range of fitness facilities from Life Fitness, a tennis hard court, the Fei Spa 

and a pool area which boasts a breathtaking view of Jing'An. 


